THE NATURAL REVOLUTION OF THE BODY CARE
FOR THE REDUCTION OF THE ADIPOSITY AND CELLULITE

GA.IA is a precious wood couch, born from a very careful artisan job, covered
with a soft mattress, which uses the healthy effects of the low-frequency
vibrations in order to produce a restful massage all over the body, from whom
you can get a real reduction of the adiposity and cellulite.
The GA.IA couch produces in a natural way some sound harmonious vibrations
whit whom our body resonate. Laying on GA.IA is like diving your body in a bath
of reinvigorating sound waves.
The GA.IA couch allows a treatment of total ease for the client. The vibrations
that it perceives with the body produces a rolling effect and relaxing massage
(some patients fall asleep). The noise of the vibration can be muffled with a
music studied appropriately to integrate with the noise leading of the vibration,
that becomes similar to that of the backwash of the sea on the beach.
The main effect is a deep muscular and mental relax. Together with this realing
situation you can get, as main aesthetic effect, a natural reduction of the
adiposity, with a reduction of the belt-line, hips and thigh circumference.
The sound low-frequency vibration penetrates through our skin and creates a
massage for our body, in particular in the area from the chest to the knees, with
fantastic effects for the regeneration of the subcutaneous tissue.
It has to be clarify that they are not mechanic vibrations, but sound, so they are
not invasive and have no side effects on the articulations and on the bonesstructure, that, on the contrary, take advantage from this sound massage.
The GA.IA couch uses a natural technique: any direct contact with the epidermis
of the client, that can benefit from its vibro-acoustic waves even dressed.
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The scientific principal at the base of the reduction of the adiposity and
cellulite, given by the low-frequency vibrations, has been deeply studied from
the physics, and is the one of the acoustic resonance: if we let a tuning fork
vibrate nearby another tuning fork, also the second one will start to vibrate.
The sound waves produced by GA.IA penetrate through the skin and reach the
adipose tissue, on which will be created sympathetic or reflexed resonance,
that together produce a deep massage, that spreads from the inside to the
outside.
The low-frequency vibrations produce a massage in the hips and belt-line,
reaching also the most distant areas, like arms and knees.
The studies done by the researcher of DIREDI SRL, coordinated by Doct. Diego
Kriscak, led to the realization of a National and European patent, that recognize
the innovation of GA.IA. The GA.IA couch has got a EC type-examination
certificate.
The applications of GA.IA are connected to the research of Olav Skille in the 70’s
in Norway, which led to the development of the Vibroacoustic Therapy (VAT),
amply used for medical reasons in the Anglo-Saxon lands.
The scientific efficacy of GA.IA has been step by step combined with the design
studies, rigorously Italian, that have led to the aesthetic creation of an
harmonious product, elegant and functional together.
GA.IA is the new and perfect instrument for any well-advanced beauty center
that want their customer to dive in a sound bath with deep and real relaxing
and slim effects.
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